We study the geometry and mechanics (both classical and quantum) of potential wells described by squares of Chebyshev polynomials. We show that in a small neighbourhood of the locus cut out by them in the space of hyperelliptic curves, these systems exhibit low-orders/low-orders resurgence, where perturbative fluctuations about the vacuum determine perturbative fluctuations about non-perturbative saddles.
Introduction
Periods When classical and quantum systems are studied via the lens of spectral curves, differential forms on them, and their integrals along cycles, surprising connections to more sophisticated lines of inquiry such as N " 2 supersymmetric gauge theories [1] , topological strings on local Calabi-Yau geometries [2] , matrix models [3] , and integrable systems [4, 5] are uncovered.
There are now well-understood connections relating each of these lines of inquiry, for example the relation between topological strings and matrix models [6] . Another example of this fruitful interplay is [7] , where it was shown that the holomorphic anomaly equations, which are usually discussed in the context of the refined topological string free energy, govern the WKB periods of one-dimensional quantum mechanical systems. Indeed, the relation between topological string theories and gauge theories on the one hand and quantum mechanical systems on the other has been well-studied [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Leveraging identifications between spectral curves, problems in supersymmetric gauge theories with Seiberg-Witten curves can be mapped onto quantum mechanics problems, as was done in [15] . Most recently, Argyres-Douglas points in the Coulomb branch of supersymmetric gauge theories with higher-rank gauge groups were studied by [16] using techniques similar to the ones we will use. Finally, the equivalence between spectral determinants of Sturm-Liouville problems in the theory of ordinary differential equations, and the Baxter T -Q relations in quantum integrable models has led to the formulation of the ODE/IM correspondence [17] , which has also found applications in the study of resurgence [18] , supersymmetric gauge theories, and string theory [19, 20] .
Many of these studies have relied on the simple nature of geometry at genus-1. Our goal in this paper will be to study quantum mechanical potentials corresponding to bona fide higher-genus Riemann surfaces. Briefly, we will associate to our quantum mechanical system a (hyper-)elliptic curve of genus-g and study its quantum mechanics within the all-orders WKB framework [21] . Classical and quantum WKB actions are treated as differential forms associated to the various cycles, which correspond in turn to classically allowed and forbidden regions as the case may be. This framework is clearly laid out in [22] and we will follow it closely in our paper. An additional bonus is that this framework is naturally suited to the study of higher-genus pg ą 1q curves.
We focus in particular on differential operators that relate quantum WKB forms to their classical counterparts. The existence of these operators has consequences for the resurgent structure of the corresponding quantum systems, a discussion of which we now turn to.
Resurgence
Resurgent asymptotics is the study of a complex web of relations that binds together perturbative and non-perturbative effects in quantum mechanical systems, both finite-and infinite-dimensional. Qualitatively, these relations come in two broad classes. The first -large-orders/low-orders -is expected to be a generic feature of quantum mechanical systems, and finds that the large-order growth of perturbation theory about one saddle is related to the low-order behavior of perturbation theory about another saddle [23] [24] [25] [26] . The second -low-orders/low-orders -is believed to be less generic, and finds that information regarding the low-order behavior of perturbation theory about all saddles is contained in the low-order behavior of perturbation theory about the vacuum saddle [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . This paper will concern itself with the latter form of resurgence in an infinite family of quantum mechanical potentials described by squares of Chebyshev polynomials and indexed by an integer m, first discussed in [35] . We will refer to these systems collectively as Chebyshev wells. They generalise the well-studied cubic and quartic oscillators.
At the classical level, these potentials enjoy an enhanced symmetry that ensures that period integrals of the classical action in any two valleys (respectively, peaks) are proportional to each other. Classically, and for arbitrary genus, each Chebyshev well traces out a (hyper)elliptic curve that behaves as if it were a genus-1 system, i.e. it can be characterised by a single independent complex structure modulus. This lone complex structure modulus is in turn associated to a Hecke group Hpmq, a discrete subgroup of SLp2, Rq. Consequently, we show in this paper that observables like periods and frequencies can be "resummed" into automorphic forms of Hecke groups, in a manner that is more reminiscent of similar resummations in supersymmetric gauge theories. This allows us to succinctly summarise many distinct formulas in the literature and write down compact and unified expressions valid for all Chebyshev wells.
For genus-1 Chebyshev wells, the corresponding quantum theories are well-behaved; the proportionality of periods is preserved by quantum corrections. This raises the possibility of relating classical and quantum periods by differential operators, as was done in [35] .
For genus g ą 1, the enhanced symmetry that confers upon classical periods and dual periods these nice properties is broken by quantum corrections. Consequently, the proportionality of periods is broken once quantum corrections are taken into account, and this in turn precludes the possibility of writing down differential operators that relate quantum periods to their classical counterparts. This symmetry breaking induced by quantum corrections is not wholly unfamiliar, and an analogy with supersymmetric gauge theories may be helpful. Equivariant localisation of N " 2 supersymmetric gauge theories is effected in an Ω-background parametrised by two complex numbers p 1 , 2 q, and instanton contributions to observables are first computed in the Ω-deformed theory, after which the deformation parameters are tuned to zero. The Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit sends only one of these (say, 2 ) to zero. It has been shown that the classical integrable system underlying the Seiberg-Witten theory is quantized in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit, with 1 playing the role of Planck's constant [4] . In the study of special vacua in supersymmetric gauge theories, it was observed that turning on Ω-deformations in the Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit breaks the symmetries of the special vacuum [36] .
We will circumvent this obstruction to constructing differential operators by introducing further deformations within the broader geometrical framework we referred to earlier, with the ultimate goal of demonstrating that all higher-genus Chebyshev wells exhibit the loworders/low-orders resurgence property that is enjoyed more transparently by their genus-1 counterparts.
Deformations
The classical proportionality of the periods is a signature that the underlying geometry of the quantum mechanical system is singular. Indeed, similar geometries have arisen in the study of special vacua in supersymmetric gauge theories [36, 37] and also in relation to replica surfaces in conformal field theories [38, 39] . We start by deforming our quantum mechanical system away from these special loci in the space of hyperelliptic curves. This has the effect of explicitly breaking the symmetry that forces the classical periods to be proportional to each other. The classical system then no longer behaves as if it were effectively of genus-1.
Of course, we will require that the deformation, parametrised by η, is small. We insist on this requirement to ensure that the roots of the deformed potential are still on the real line, since if η is sufficiently large, roots can pair off and go into the complex plane, making the quantum mechanical interpretation of the corresponding period integrals difficult. Further, in the interest of continuity, we will also insist that the deformation doesn't change the genus of the spectral curve.
In this deformed curve, and using the techniques in [22] , we show that differential operators that relate classical WKB forms to their quantum counterparts can in fact be constructed. The precise obstruction to constructing the requisite differential operators for higher-genus curves in the undeformed theory is clarified in the η Ñ 0 limit, and concomitantly, we use the η-deformation to shed light on why it is possible to construct differential operators for genus-1 potentials in the first place.
We now summarise the contents of the paper.
Outline
In Section 2, we associate to each quantum mechanical system under consideration a curve, introduce various observables like periods and frequencies, and introduce the all-orders WKB approximation.
In Section 3 we study the geometry of these curves, and describe how to compute Picard-Fuchs differential equations (whose solutions are periods) and differential operators, closely following [22] . In Section 4, by way of example, we study in detail a genus-1 system. This also gives us an opportunity to review the results of [35] .
In Section 5 we study a genus-2 system, first classically, where we show that the underlying Hecke symmetry can be used to write down universal expressions for classical observables. We then see that when quantum mechanical corrections are taken into account, the periods are no longer proportional to each other. This presents an obstruction to constructing differential operators that relate classical and quantum periods.
Finally, in Section 6, in order to circumvent this obstruction, we introduce the η-deformation and revisit the genus-2 example. We show that the requisite differential operators can be constructed for the deformed theory that arrange themselves into a Laurent series in η. When acting on the deformed classical periods, we show that the η Ñ 0 limit is welldefined. As a result, the quantum periods of the undeformed theory can in fact be written as differential operators acting on the deformed classical periods. We also see in this section that the η-deformation sheds light on why there is no such obstruction at genus-1.
Appendices A and B contain longer expressions for deformed Picard-Fuchs equations and differential operators respectively.
Mechanics

Classical
We consider a family of quantum mechanical potentials called Chebyshev wells that are indexed by an integer m P Z and m ě 3, so we write
where T n pcos θq " cospnθq, a Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Classically, particles with an energy ξ and momentum p find themselves bound by energy conservation to satisfy
where without loss of generality, we have chosen the mass of the particle to be 1{2. Much of the following discussion in this section is true quite generally, i.e. it is not restricted to just the Chebyshev wells but arbitrary polynomial potentials.
In phase space, coordinatised by the canonically conjugate variables px, pq P C 2 , the above equation defines a family of hyperelliptic curve parametrised by ξ PĈ. This is more clearly visible if we rearrange the terms to write:
That is, our mechanical system is a hyperelliptic fibration overĈ, the Riemann sphere parametrised by ξ. We will often speak of the genus of a quantum mechanical system, by which we mean the genus of the corresponding hyperelliptic curve. For a polynomial of degree d, the genus of the corresponding hyperelliptic curve is t d´1 2 u, where t¨u denotes the floor function. We'll have more to say about the geometry of this mechanical system in the following section.
For a specific value of the energy ξ P r0, 1s, the quantum mechanical system is divided up into classically allowed and classically disallowed regions, which we will refer to as valleys and peaks respectively. The end-points tx c u of these regions are determined by the condition ppx c q " 0 .
(2.4)
That is, classical turning points are defined as those points where the momentum of the particle vanishes.
To each valley, we can associate a period defined by q a p0q i pξq "
5)
where A i is an interval along the real line corresponding to the i th valley, flanked by classical turning points. Similarly, we can associate to each peak a dual period defined by p a p0q i pξq "
where B i is an interval along the real line corresponding to the i th peak. Once again, these intervals are flanked by classical turning points. The choice of notation for periods and dual periods is to remind the reader that periods pq aq are evaluated across valleys, while dual periods pp aq are evaluated under peaks. The superscript p0q is to indicate the the observables are classical, i.e. they contribute at Op 0 q.
These periods and dual periods correspond to oscillatory and evanescent motions across valleys and under peaks respectively. Other observables can be determined in terms of these periods as well. For example, one can define the frequencies and dual frequencies associated to these wells as
For definiteness, we will restrict our attention to periods in this paper -it will become clear that our techniques can equally well be applied to other observables such as frequencies.
In fact, since our analyses will study not the periods themselves but 1-forms like p dx and their quantum analogues, by construction our results apply equally well to dual periods. The (classical) periods and dual periods are useful quantities to study when considering not only the classical mechanics of these wells, but also their quantum mechanical properties within the all-orders WKB framework, which we now turn to.
Quantum
The Schrödinger equation governing the dynamics of the corresponding quantum mechanical systems is where p is given by (2.3) and ψpxq is the wavefunction of the particle. We study the quantum mechanics of these Chebyshev wells using a sophisticated version of the familiar WKB ansatz, and our presentation will follow the discussion in [7] . Start with the ansatz
where we assume that the action Qpxq admits a formal power series expansion in as When this all-orders WKB ansatz is fed into the Schrödinger equation, it implies a set of relation that determine the actions Q n pxq recursively. It is easy to check that while the classical action Q 0 pxq " ppxq, the successive quantum actions are determined by the recursion relation
At this stage, we split the action into odd and even powers of . Let
Qpxq " Q odd pxq`Q even pxq (2.12) with Q even pxq "
Then the odd and even parts of the action are related as
and so the all-orders WKB wavefunction is
The quantum actions Q 2ną0 represent quantum corrections to the classical action Q 0 , and so we can define quantum periods using them. To each valley, we can associate an infinite tower of quantum actions indexed by the superscript p2nq and defined by q a p2nq i pξq "
where A i is an interval along the real line corresponding to the i th valley. Similarly, we can associate to each peak an infinite tower of quantum dual actions indexed by the superscript p2nq and defined by
where B i is an interval along the real line corresponding to the i th peak. The classical and quantum actions together give formal expressions for quantum periods and quantum dual periods. Suppressing the valley and peak indices for a moment, we write q apξ, q " These quantum periods and quantum dual periods encode quantum corrections to oscillatory and evanescent motions in the valleys and peaks respectively.
Curves
Geometry
In the previous section we assigned a genus g to the hyperelliptic curve C ξ under consideration. This assignment may be pictured as two copies of the Riemann sphereĈ glued together along the branch cuts that connect the d classical turning points defined by (2.4). We will introduce Picard-Fuchs differential equations and certain differential operators, and our discussion in this section will closely follow [22] .
There are 2g independent 1-cycles on this geometry. The half of these that straddle classically allowed regions are what we referred to as A-cycles in (2.5), while the other half that straddle classically forbidden regions are what we referred to as B-cycles in (2.6). For example, a genus-1 curve has one A-cycle and one B-cycle, and the integral of the classical action (a 1-form) Q 0 " p dx along these cycles yields the classical period and classical dual period respectively.
A choice of potential cuts out a slice in the space of hyperelliptic curves. We can think of motion of this slice in the space as parametrised by the energy ξ, while motion within the slice for a fixed ξ is effected by Möbius transformations of x, since any two hyperelliptic curves are equivalent as long as their respective branch points are related by these fractional linear transformations. As we tune ξ, it is easy to imagine these classical turning points merging, implying in turn the vanishing of the corresponding classical actions or dual actions. Points at which this happens are singular, and the curve C ξ is said to degenerate at these points -this corresponds to 1-cycles pinching off.
This degeneration of hyperelliptic curves happens when the discriminant ∆ of the hyperelliptic curve, defined in terms of the roots tx i u of the equation
vanishes. While for d ě 5 there are no closed form expressions for the x i via the Abel-Ruffini theorem, in our case the discriminant can always be written in terms of the critical points tx pcq i u of the potential V as ∆pξq "
where it is explicitly seen to be a function of the single free parameter ξ in the curve, i.e. the energy.
The geometrical picture that emerges is that of a hyperelliptic fibration ofĈ minus the discriminant locus, so we identify the base space of our fibration aŝ
To each point on this base manifold, we associate a smooth hyperelliptic curve C ξ . Our discussion of 1-cycles (being associated to the first homology group) may be dualised to a statement about the first cohomology group, i.e. the space of 1-forms at each point, which are sewn together to form a complex vector bundle over the base space.
We will approach the computation of (classical and quantum) periods and dual periods via local solutions to the Picard-Fuchs equations, which we turn to next.
Picard-Fuchs Equations
As we saw in the previous section, the first cohomology groups associated to C ξ at each point over the base space form a complex vector bundle. The periods and their derivatives will produce local sections on this vector bundle, and finite dimensionality implies that there will be a relation between them, so the differential equation that encapsulates the linear dependence will be at most of order 2g. This differential equation is called the Picard-Fuchs equation. In the following, we will outline the method to construct these operators, given the period (or the corresponding action).
We'd like to solve the recursion (2.11), and to do so we introduce the following decomposition of the quantum actions
where the polynomial q n is obtained from the recursion relation
5)
supplemented with boundary conditions
The Picard-Fuchs equation L pnq associated to the quantum action Q n , satisfies the relation 7) or equivalently, the Picard-Fuchs equation annihilates the quantum action up to total derivatives,
In order to find the Picard-Fuchs equation satisfied by the quantum action Q n , following [22] , we start with the ansatz
for some r ď 2g and k max , where we are required to solve for the coefficients α k pξq and f i pξq. Let us take a moment to explain, operationally, what the above equation is doing.
The left-hand side of the above equation with derivatives with respect to ξ is an ansatz for an order-r differential equation with arbitrary coefficients f i pξq that must be fixed.
The right-hand side of the above equation with derivatives with respect to x are total derivatives that will not affect the evaluation of period integrals. Our goal will be to use this indifference of period integrals to total derivatives to remove as many monomials as possible. Requiring that the coefficients of whatever remaining monomials vanish will fix the f i pξq. The Picard-Fuchs operator we finally obtain is
The regular solutions around ξ " 0 are obtained via the Frobenius method, which generates the fundamental system of solutions tΠ piq u to the Picard-Fuchs equation. The periods are then given by linear combinations of the fundamental system of solutions 11) and the coefficients are fixed by comparing with perturbative calculations.
Differential Operators
The linear dependence that we used to construct Picard-Fuchs differential equations can also be leveraged to compute differential operators that act on classical actions to derive quantum actions. It is important to keep in mind that the statements we are making in this section pertain to the actions Q 2n rather than the periods q a p2nq or dual periods p a p2nq . Consequently, the notion of equality, in this case between a quantum action and a differential operator acting on the classical action, is only up to total derivatives.
We start with an ansatz
pξq are unknown functions of ξ and r ď 2g´1. We'd like this combination to be equal to Q 2n . Note that these are components of 1-forms, i.e. the objects of interest are the forms Q 2n dx, and we are interested ultimately in periods that integrate these 1-forms over cycles of the genus-g hyperelliptic curve. We will consequently require that this equality is only up to total derivatives since by Stokes' theorem the latter do not affect the periods.
Operationally, this is achieved in much the same way that the Picard-Fuchs equations were derived. We'd like to solve the equation
with some max for the coefficients d p2nq i pξq and β pξq. We proceed just as before, by requiring that the coefficients of all monomials are zero, and for an appropriate choice of max this system of equations may be possible to solve. When all these coefficients are solved for, we are guaranteed that
where » indicates equality up to total derivatives.
For genus g ą 1 potentials of the form (2.1), it turns out that such differential operators are not possible to compute, i.e. there is no choice of max for which all the coefficients d p2nq i pξq and β pξq can be computed. Indeed, as we will see in specific examples, the Picard-Fuchs equation corresponding to all potentials labelled by m P Z ě3 are always second-orderthis means that classically, the systems behaves as if there were only one period and dual period. The inability to compute appropriate differential operators is an indication that this is a singular geometry -although not the kind where cycles are pinching off! We will discuss this case in more detail in the following sections.
We now work out a well-understood example at genus-1.
Genus One
In the follow sections, we evaluate classical and quantum periods corresponding to a genus-1 potential. We also compute the appropriate differential operators that relate them.
Classical Periods
Consider the case of m " 6, where the potential is of the form
and is plotted in Figure 1 . In this case there are prima facie two independent valleys and two independent peaks. From simple contour deformation arguments, the period for the right-most valley around x "`?3{2 is not independent and is a determined in terms of the periods corresponding to the valleys around x " 0 and x "´?3{2. It is easy to see that if we choose coordinates z " x 2 then the above curve is of genus-1, so the naive counting of two independent periods and dual periods is misleading.
Classical Picard-Fuchs Equation
The Picard-Fuchs differential equation corresponding to this potential is computed using (3.9) and takes the form
It is easy to see that the Picard-Fuchs equation knows about the genus-1 nature of the curve, since the differential equation is only second-order. Linear combinations of the two Figure 1 . The solid line is the potential V " T 2 3 pxq, and the dashed line is some energy ξ. The red regions are classically disallowed, while the blue regions are classically allowed. By convention, we will label valleys and peaks starting from the left. independent solutions will make up the classical action and dual action. For definiteness, we will focus on the classical action.
Supplying the above equation with a Frobenius ansatz, we find that a solution to the above Picard-Fuchs differential equation is any linear combination of the form
with arbitrary α, β P C.
For future computations, it will be helpful to observe that on imposing the boundary conditions
Πp0q " 0 and Π 1 p0q " 1 ùñ Πpξq " ξ`Opξ 2 q , (4.4)
we get the solution
(4.5)
Perturbative Computation of Classical Periods
Our expectation is that the classical period should be a solution to the Picard-Fuchs equation. The classical action is
Let us now compute these period integrals perturbatively. We will not pay attention to overall factors multiplying period integral computations, and instead leave them implicit. That is, the results for the perturbative computation of the periods should be understood as up to overall multiplicative ξ-independent normalisation factors.
We expand the 1-form p dx about ξ " 0 and denote p " p| ξ"0 to get
We now integrate this expansion about the valley around x "´?3{2, and we get q a p0q 1 pξq " ξ`1 9
which matches the solution to the Picard-Fuchs equation, as expected. A similar computation can be done around the valley about x " 0 and we find that
and so we see that the two prima facie independent periods a p0q 1 pξq and a p0q 2 pξq are in fact proportional to each other, differing only by a ξ-independent constant. 1 Of course, this is not so surprising when we take into account the fact that the potential is really genus-1. We now turn to a perturbative evaluation of the quantum periods but, before that, briefly address the question of dual periods and also the classical geometrical properties of this potential.
Geometry, Duality, and Modular Forms
Just as we computed the classical periods perturbatively, with a little more work we can also compute the classical dual periods. For the potential in question, it was shown in [35] that using the beautiful identity
the classical dual period in either valley is computed to be p a p0q pξq " p1´ξq 2 F 1ˆ1 3 , 2 3 , 2; 1´ξ˙, (4.11) and together with the results of the previous section, we can define a modular parameter whose associated modular transformations are generated by the following operations:
As observed in [35] this transformation property is precisely the transformation property satisfied by generators of the Hecke group Hp6q, a discrete subgroup of SLp2, Rq. An element of Hp6q, more abstractly, is any word made up of the letters T and S circumscribed by the relations S 2 " 1 and pST q 6 " 1 . Furthermore, Hp6q is an arithmetic Hecke group, meaning that it has finite index in SLp2, Zq and consequently that its theory of modular forms corresponds to the theory of modular forms associated to the congruence subgroup Γ 0 p3q Ă SLp2, Zq.
A generalisation of the Jacobi inversion formula [40, 41] allows us to now express the periods in terms of τ , the modular parameter, instead of ξ, the energy. This might seem like an odd thing to do, so let us first present an analogy with supersymmetric gauge theories which might be helpful. In [36] non-perturbative corrections to the dual periods and the period matrix of an N " 2 supersymmetric gauge theory with gauge group SUp3q and N f " 6 fundamental flavours were computed first via equivariant localisation, which returns answers in terms of the "bare coupling" q 0 . In this work and work that preceded it [42] [43] [44] [45] , it was consistently found that while the q 0 -expansions were largely inscrutable, if one performs a non-perturbative redefinition of the coupling to a new "renormalized coupling" q, the resulting q-expansions neatly organise themselves into modular forms of either the modular group or one of its congruence subgroups, depending on the context. We will find that much the same is true of the change of variables from ξ to τ .
The specific form of the change of variables can be written in terms of the Dedekind η-function
where the elliptic nome is related to the modular parameter as q " e 2πiτ . The appropriate Jacobi inversion formula is now given by Now consider an S-transformation as in (4.13) acting on the right hand side of the above equation, which sends it to its inverse. In order to preserve the above identification under S-transformations, we are forced to induce an S-action on ξ:
Note that the Chebyshev wells have all their minima at ξ " 0 and all their maxima at ξ " 1. Indeed, that this ought to be true is evident from the definition of the modular parameter in (4.12). If τ is likened to a coupling in a gauge theory, then the S-transformation sends weak to strong coupling. Analogously, we might liken expansions near ξ " 0 to "electric" expansions, and expansions near ξ " 1 might be likened to "magnetic" expansions in Seiberg-Witten theory. The classical theory, then, has a duality symmetry that relates classical periods and dual periods by the simple replacement in (4.18).
We intend to use the above formula to re-write ξ-expansions as q-expansions. Solving for ξ gives us Various observables may now be cast as q-expansions. For example, the classical period, instead of admitting a small-ξ expansion, can now be thought of as admitting a small-q expansion (alternatively, an expansion in the limit τ Ñ i8), the first few terms of which are q a p0q pτ q " 27q`1´12q`111q 2´9 08q 3`¨¨¨˘. (4.20)
Remarkably, in [35] the above q-expansion was resummed in terms of the weight two and weight four Eisenstein series of SLp2, Zq In fact, for each of the arithmetic Chebyshev wells (corresponding to m " 3, 4, 6, 8) the authors of [35] were able to resum the classical periods and dual periods into various combinations of the Eisenstein series. However, their expressions are unsatisfactory for a couple of reasons. First, the expressions look different for each of the arithmetic Chebyshev wells, i.e. there is no unified expression for these observables. Second, the non-arithmetic cases are not treated at all, despite possessing the same kinds of symmetries as the arithmetic cases at the classical level.
We will address both these problems in Section 5.2, where we will bring to bear the our understanding of automorphic forms of Hecke groups to write down universal expressions for the classical periods.
Quantum Periods
The second quantum period, computed using eqs. (3.4) to (3.6), is
As before, we expand this about ξ " 0 and evaluate this quantum period in the first valley, which we find to be We have here perturbatively reproduced the conclusions of [35] where it was found that the quantum periods continue to be proportional to each other.
On noting this striking property of genus-1 systems, [35] highlighted the interesting possibility that one could construct differential operators that allowed one to determine quantum periods from classical ones. Since all the periods are proportional to each other, i.e. a p2nq k 9a p2nq , we can dispense with the valley index. Then
where D p2nq is a differential operator. For example, the first two differential operators are found to be Further, since the same differential operators determine quantum corrections to dual periods -remember that our construction of the differential operators made reference only to the forms at play, and not the period integrals themselves! -they concluded that the arithmetic (genus-1) Chebyshev wells (with m P t3, 4, 6, 8u) were "P/NP resurgent", meaning that low-order quantum corrections to perturbative motion also determine low-order quantum corrections to non-perturbative motion. 2 As we have discussed in the introduction, the goal of this note is to consider the higher-genus Chebyshev wells and see to what extent this form of resurgence exists. This is the subject of the following section.
Higher Genus
In this section, we will discuss the resurgent properties of higher-genus Chebyshev wells, starting with a discussion of the classical periods and subsequently the quantum periods and the construction of differential operators that relate classical and quantum periods. For definiteness, we will focus on a genus-2 Chebyshev well.
Classical Periods
Consider the case of m " 5, where the potential is of the form
and is plotted in Figure 2 . It is a bona fide genus-2 potential, i.e. there is no change of variables that will make the above potential have degree ď 4. However, as we will see, this curve's classical period satisfies a second-order differential equation, implying that classically it behaves as if it were effectively of genus-1.
Classical Picard-Fuchs Equation
The Picard-Fuchs equation corresponding to this curve, computed using (3.9), is
Of particular note, it is a second-order differential equation, with only two linearly independent solutions. This is surprising, and indeed, one would expect a generic genus-2 potential to have a Picard-Fuchs differential equation of fourth-order, so as to accommodate two independent periods and two dual periods. Given that this reduction of the order of the classical Picard-Fuchs equation is a property of all potentials given by (2.1), we conclude that they all (classically) behave as if they were "effectively" of genus-1, meaning that all their periods and dual periods are the same up to ξ-independent normalisations. Figure 2 . The solid line is the potential V " T 2 5{2 pxq, and the dashed line is some energy ξ. The red regions are classically disallowed, while the blue regions are classically allowed. Once again, by convention, we will label valleys and peaks starting from the left -in this case there are prima facie two independent valleys and two independent peaks.
Equivalently, when thinking of the period matrix of a generic genus-2 hyperelliptic curve, one would expect there to be three independent complex structure moduli, organised into a symmetric 2ˆ2 matrix. However, since the classical Picard-Fuchs equation is second-order, implying in turn that there is effectively only one independent period and one independent dual period, at the level of the period matrix there is only one complex structure modulus. Intuitively, we might say that this potential corresponds to a special, singular slicing of the space of hyperelliptic curves where there are no degenerations (i.e. no cycles pinching off), but where the prima facie independent periods (respectively, dual periods) are all proportional to each other. These surfaces have arisen before, for example in the study of supersymmetric gauge theories with gauge group SUpN q and N f " 2N fundamental flavours [37, 46, 47] . Here, the classical vacuum expectation values of the adjoint scalar in the N " 2 vector multiplet were be arranged in such a way that they only differ from each other by roots of unity, endowing the vacuum with a Z N symmetry -this was called the special vacuum. Similar surfaces have also arisen in the study of replica surfaces [38, 39] relevant for entanglement entropy calculations in two-dimensional conformal field theories.
It is important to keep in mind that all of this is only true when quantum corrections are ignored. Once quantum corrections are taken into account, this degeneracy is liftedthe analogous statement in the supersymmetric gauge theory context would be that the Ω-deformations generically break the Z N symmetry associated to the special vacuum. We will see all this in the quantum mechanical system we are studying more explicitly in the following sections.
Before we conclude this section, we note that imposing the boundary conditions (4.4) as before, we find the following solution to the Picard-Fuchs equation: and so we see that the two prima facie independent periods a p0q 1 pξq and a p0q 2 pξq are in fact proportional to each other, differing only by a ξ-independent normalisation. Note that this is an exceptional property and is by no means a generic fact of genus-2 (or even highergenus) systems. It is also consistent with the fact that the classical Picard-Fuchs equation is of second order.
We conclude from this demonstration that the classical theory has an enhanced symmetry, which we characterise geometrically in the following section.
Geometry, Duality, and Automorphic Forms
Just as we encountered expressions for the dual periods in the genus-1 case, with the genus-2 potential as well we can show with a little more work that the classical dual period in either valley is p a p0q pξq " p1´ξq 2 F 1ˆ3 10 , 7 10 , 2; 1´ξ˙, (5.6) and in fact for any m, the classical periods and dual periods are of the form
In the remainder of this section, we will write down unified expressions for arbitrary m, thereby circumventing the problems raised in Section 4.2. In the interest of uniformity, we will restrict ourselves to finite m. As in the genus-1 example, we can define a modular parameter τ " π cos`π m˘d p a p0q {dξ dq a p0q {dξ , "´π cos`π m˘2
whose associated modular transformations are generated by the following operations: Generically, Hpmq is not arithmetic, i.e. it does not have finite index in SLp2, Zq and consequently, its theory of modular (rather, automorphic) forms is not related to some congruence subgroup of SLp2, Zq. However, there is now a well-developed theory of automorphic forms associated to these Hecke groups [48] [49] [50] , and we refer the reader to these papers for a more explicit realisation of the objects we will invoke in this section.
A generalisation of the Jacobi inversion formula appropriate to these groups was presented in [49] , and is given by where j m pτ q is an analogue of the Klein j-invariant of SLp2, Zq associated to the Hecke group Hpmq, and d m is the value of j m pτ q at the fixed point of the S-action, 13) in much the same way that the Klein j-invariant has the property jpiq " 1728 . (5.14)
As a check, from [51] we see that the analogue of the j-invariant appropriate to the congruence subgroup Γ 0 p3q (which, as we saw in Section 4.2 is related to Hp6q as well) is
On plugging the above expression into (5.12) with d 6 " 108, we recover the formula (4.16).
In this way, (5.12) generalises the Jacobi inversion formula to all Hecke groups, and when the corresponding Hecke group is arithmetic it reproduces the Jacobi inversion formulas corresponding to congruence subgroups of the modular group.
We might wonder how the duality transformations work, since j m pτ q are invariant under Hecke action. This was worked out first in the context of supersymmetric gauge theories in [37] : the monodromy of j m pτ q around the fixed point of the S-action as given in (5.9) is evaluated by sending pj m pτ q´d m q Ñ e 2πi pj m pτ q´d m q , (5.16) which in turn inverts the right hand side of (5.12). The induced S-action on ξ is once again given by
This story is reminiscent of S-duality in supersymmetric gauge theories, where monodromies around the points where the whole Coulomb branch is singular generate the S-duality group [47] . For completeness, the T -action leaves the identification invariant, as we would expect from the analogy with supersymmetric gauge theories.
Solving for ξ in (5.12) gives us ξ " 1 2˜1´a
j m pτ q´d m a j m pτ q¸. (5.18) Various observables may now be cast as q-expansions, courtesy of the above expression. The strategy would be to start by computing the observable in a small-ξ expansion, then substituting ξ by the above q-series, and then resumming the quantity into some combination of automorphic forms of Hpmq. For example, the classical frequencies and periods for all Chebyshev wells are given by the unified expressions are Eisenstein series of weights two, four, and six corresponding to the Hecke groups Hpmq. Explicit q-series, along with Ramanujan identities and the like are discussed in great detail in [50] . Finally, the duality symmetry we have highlighted implies expressions for the dual frequencies and dual periods are determined by the S-action on the frequencies and periods respectively. More generally, if the classical observable is expressed in terms of τ or ξ, the appropriate dual is obtained by sending 20) as the case may be.
Quantum Periods
In the same manner that we computed the classical periods as a perturbative expansion in ξ, we can evaluate the quantum periods perturbatively. The first quantum period, computed about the valley around x " 1 4`1´? 5˘, is given by We have highlighted the differences in the above expressions. It is important to note that when we computed the classical periods, both q a p0q 1 and q a p0q 2 were normalized so that the coefficient of the leading Opξq term is unity. In computing q a p2q 1 , we normalize it with the same factor used in the case of q a p0q 1 , and q a p2q 2 is normalized with the same factor as q a It is clear from the explicit expressions above that the symmetry that set the classical periods to be proportional to each other is broken when quantum corrections are taken into account. The quantum periods a p2q k pξq are annihilated by a Picard-Fuchs operator L p2q , which takes the form
In terms of the (regular) fundamental system of solutions to the above differential equation given by The absence of a differential operator that relates the classical and quantum periods is evident from the fact that the quantum periods are not proportional to each other. This is because such a differential operator would have to generate two different branches of solutions by acting on a single object, which is obviously impossible. We now supply a prescription to nevertheless compute such differential operators, not in the original theory, but in a deformation thereof.
Deformations
In the previous section, we saw that due to the lack of proportionality between the quantum periods in a genus-2 potential, it is not possible to construct a differential operator that determines quantum periods from their classical counterparts. In this section we perform the same kinds of computations we have been doing, except that we start with a deformed potential
where η is a small, positive real number. We then construct differential operators with respect to both free parameters pξ, ηq and compute all quantities in the η-deformed theory, only taking the limit η Ñ 0 limit at the end. In constructing the differential operators as well as the Picard-Fuchs equations, we avoid the use of derivatives with respect to η, so that taking the limit η Ñ 0 becomes easier. 4 This excursion will not only allow us to construct differential operators for this deformed curve, but also shed light on why it was possible to construct differential operators for the genus-1 system in the first place.
For small η, the differential operators can be organised as a Laurent series of differential operators in η. Further, the exact form of the differential operator will depend on the nature of the deformation chosen. Indeed, if one chooses a slightly different deformation, say by η x 2 , the form of the deformed Picard-Fuchs equations and differential operators will be different. Our interest, however, is fundamentally in the quantum periods, so to this end the exact form of these differential operator is immaterial. One restriction we will make, however, is to always deform by a monomial that doesn't change the genus of the curve. This is reasonable from a geometrical point of view since we do not want the genus of the hyperelliptic curve to change in the η Ñ 0 limit, which we would like to arrange to be smooth.
Genus Two, Deformed
Let us start by first looking at the Picard-Fuchs equations satisfied by the classical periods (and dual periods) of the deformed theory. Keeping with the requirement of only including ξ derivatives, we compute the associated Picard-Fuchs equation for arbitrary η, which can be expressed as a series in η
For our purposes, we only keep track of the operators upto linear order in η -our reasons for doing this will shortly become clear. (Detailed expressions for the L p0q 0 and L p0q 1 are given in Appendix A.) Given these differential equations, we now find the fundamental system of solutions for the above operator as a double series expansion in ξ and η. Restricting our attention to regular expansions (no logarithmic terms) we find that the periods are a linear combination of the following branches of solutions:
The classical periods satisfy the Picard-Fuchs equation L p0q Π " 0, which means that the classical periods associated to each well are a linear combination of the above branches of solutions that make up the fundamental system. In order to fix the coefficients in the linear combination, we evaluate the classical periods perturbatively as a double series in ξ and η. We find that the classical periods corresponding to the two valleys are given by This notation is unfortunately a bit unwieldy, so let us take a moment to explain it. In q a pnq k, , the superscript pnq indicates the order in at which this action contributes, the subscript k indicates the valley, and the subscript indicates the order in the η expansion. As we can see, the subleading corrections in the η-expansion of the periods computed in the left and right wells do not match. We see that the η-deformation explicitly breaks the symmetry which had forced the classical periods in both valleys to be proportional to each other. Also, note that we have normalized the classical periods in such a way that the coefficient of η 0 ξ 1 is unity for both the wells. We will subsequently normalize every quantum period with the corresponding normalization factor. It can be thought of as an overall factor pulled out of the -expansion of the full quantum period in each well.
It should be emphasised, however, that the above expansions are classical data corresponding to a deformed curve. The η-deformation is essentially a trick that allows classical computations in the deformed curve to be related to quantum periods of the undeformed curve via a set of differential operators, so in fact the strategy we will now outline really does relate classical and quantum data.
With that in mind, we turn now to the differential operators, which can in fact be constructed in the deformed theory, and expanded as a series in η. We find schematically that the differential operators take the form
where each of the differential operators in the η-expansion take the form
For example, the first couple of differential operators in the η-expansion of D p2q are
and Clearly, the limit η Ñ 0 is not well-defined since the expansion (6.6) is naively divergent. This divergence, however, will prove crucial in what follows. Let us proceed with the above differential operator, always continuing to work in the deformed context.
Acting with D p2q on q a p0q 1,η , we get
There are two remarkable facts about the above expression. The first is that the coefficient of the η´1 piece vanishes identically, i.e. the undeformed classical period q a p0q 1,0 is annihilated by the differential operator D p2q
1 . An identical argument holds for the other period as well. This fact is crucial for the well-definedness of the η Ñ 0 limit.
The second remarkable fact is that 13) or equivalently, that the first quantum period in the undeformed theory corresponding to the first valley is determined by differential operators acting on the η-deformed classical periods. The same is true of the second well:
The next check would be to ensure that the quantum periods computed perturbatively match precisely with the quantum period derived via the differential operators acting on the deformed classical periods. We find that this is in fact the case, and the quantum periods computed in both ways take the same form: Since the η Ñ 0 limit is well-defined courtesy of the vanishing coefficient of η´1, we can then conclude that while it is not possible to naively find differential operators that send classical periods to quantum periods, it is possible to do so when starting with the ηdeformed curve. We have checked that the same story holds for the quantum periods q a p4q k and the corresponding differential operator D p4q , and we expect it to hold for all higher quantum periods. (Expressions for the first couple of differential operators in the η-expansion of D p4q are given in Appendix B.) Further, while our illustration is in a genus-2 example, we expect the η-deformation to be more generally applicable for all higher-genus Chebyshev wells.
Genus One, Revisited
In light of the above deformation, let us revisit the genus-1 example we had encountered in an earlier section. (One should make a deformation by η x 2 in this case, so as to preserve the genus of the original curve, which is really 1.) There, the deformed Picard-Fuchs equations once again take the form L p0q " L Observe that there is no piece proportional to η´1. This of course implies that one can smoothly take the η Ñ 0 limit -indeed, not introduce it at all as was done in [35] -and actually find a differential operator that relates the classical and quantum periods.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the classical and quantum mechanics of an infinite family of potential wells described by squares of Chebyshev polynomials. We have extended the results of previous studies in two complimentary directions.
Classically, we have leveraged the duality symmetry associated to each potential T 2 m{2 pxq ÐÑ Hpmq , (7.1)
to resum observables like periods and frequencies into combinations of automorphic forms of Hecke groups. This allows for simple, unified expressions valid for all m and not just for those potentials whose spectral curves are genus-1.
Quantum mechanically, in order to sidestep the obstruction to constructing differential operators that relate classical and quantum periods on higher-genus Riemann surfaces, we introduced a deformation of the hyperelliptic curve. We observed that in the deformed curve, the requisite differential operators could in fact be constructed. Focusing on the limit η Ñ 0, we saw that the quantum periods of the undeformed curve were determined in terms of differential operators acting on the classical data associated to the η-deformed curve. The correctness of this prescription was checked against perturbative calculations of the quantum periods. While the example we worked out pm " 5q was at genus-2, it is sufficiently generic and strongly suggests that the η-deformation can be used to arrive at similar a conclusion for all Chebyshev wells.
The implications of this construction for low-orders/low-orders resurgence are striking. The differential operators we have constructed relate the classical WKB forms to their quantum counterparts up to total derivatives, so it is true by construction that the same differential operators that relate classical to quantum period integrals (which control perturbative physics) also relate classical to quantum dual period integrals (which control non-perturbative physics). Since these differential operators can be constructed when the η-deformation is turned on, and when η is small, we conclude from this that a small neighbourhood of the locus cut out by Chebyshev wells in the space of hyperelliptic curves exhibits low-orders/low-orders resurgence, greatly expanding the set of examples for which this form of resurgence has been established.
A Picard-Fuchs Equations
The η-deformed Picard-Fuchs equation can be written as an expansion in η as in (6.2), and the differential operators for the first couple of orders in the η-expansion are given by where g 0 "´126`1536 ξ 2´1 536 ξ´19205˘, g 1 "´8400`512 ξ 3´7 68 ξ 2`1 866 ξ´805˘, g 2 "´1750`36864 ξ 4´7 3728 ξ 3`1 05816 ξ 2´6 8952 ξ`12875˘, g 3 "´10000`6144 ξ 5´1 5360 ξ 4`1 7488 ξ 3´1 0872 ξ 2`8 50 ξ`875˘, g 4 "´5000 ξ`2048 ξ 5´6 144 ξ 4`5 524 ξ 3´8 08 ξ 2´1 495 ξ`875˘.
(A.4)
B Differential Operators
The first couple of differential operators in the η-expansion of D p4q are 
